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The cost structure of the typical US manufacturing company is that 
about half of the non-capital spending budget is made up of general and 
administrative costs, R&D expense and manufacturing costs. Al l of these 
areas, have been automated and computerized for years. The rest of their 
budgets - more than 40 percent - the manufacturers spend on sales and 
marketing; not much has been done to computerize the sales process. 
Any company engaged in selling manufactured products, as many as 
half the orders delivered from the sales force to manufacturing contain critical 
mistakes or omissions. These sales order errors can be responsible for losses 
ranging from 1 percent to 3 percent of a company's total revenue. In today's 
competitive marketplace, these are figures that can no longer be ignored. 
Business process reengineering results from a fundamental rethinking 
of the most effective way to conduct business. Technology is an enabling tool 
which can be used as a lever for redesigning the selling process rather 
overlaid on existing systems. This paper presents a case study where 
implementation of sales process reengineering of a US computer manufacturer 
have been accompanied by technology-enabled selling. 
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Too often, organizations limited their reengineering and process 
improvement efforts to the factory floor. As a result, companies fail to achieve 
the full benefits of change because they have addressed only segments of their 
customer value chain. In today 's competitive environment, this leaves an 
organization extremely vulnerable in terms of customer responsiveness and 
support resources, and overhead costs. Usually the fol lowing symptoms are 
found: 
1. Everyone is working hard but performance is declining, work is 
pil ing up, and turnaround times are getting worse. 
2. There is a belief that new information systems wi l l solve all 
business problems. 
3. A significant level of resources and investment in information 
systems fails to achieve the anticipated productivity improvements. 
4. Information systems, procedures, and controls manage the people, 
rather than serving them as useful tools or al lowing an opportunity 
to suggest improvements. 
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5. The process is fragmented and includes a high level of switch-back 
activity due to missing or incorrect information, or lack of wel l 
defined process quality needs. 
6. Ownership and performance is l imited to the narrow tasks that 
people perform, without any regard to its purpose and value-added. 
7. Support activities are overly complex, inefficient, inflexible, 
bureaucratic, and sometimes ridiculous in terms of generating 
customer value. 
Best performing companies recognize that major improvements in 
operations or product development can be diluted by inefficient support 
processes such as order processing, materials management, procurement, 
engineering documentation, finance, human resources, and other 
administrative activities. These organizations have successfully reengineerd 
their overhead areas to improve customer responsiveness, and reduce time, 
cost, and complexity. 
Today organizations face competitive pressures due to a power shift 
from the supplier to the customer. At the same time, innovative companies 
are using advanced technologies to offer superior products and services. 
These two factors have created enormous opportunities for many start-up 
companies as well as larger, established, organizations that decide to be 
leaders in the new realm of customer service. 
Over the last decade, a handful of companies proved how combining 
innovative ideas with enabling technologies dramatically changed their 
market position while devastating their competitors. This trend wi l l continue 
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at an even faster pace. Customer are now dominating over supplier; the 
intensity of global competition and the business environment is undergoing 
radical change. Companies must greatly enhance their position in the 
customer's mind, or they may disappear. 
In order to thrive in the new paradigm of customer satisfaction, today's 
market leaders are focusing on improving processes as wel l as on products. 
By redefining customer service through business process management, 
successful companies can offer previously unattainable benefits. Enabling this 
process management is the power of information technology. As we move 
along the continuum of information technology, we see an ever-expanding 
ability to differentiate company offering. Technological innovations have 
consistently provided incremental advances in the way organizations operate. 
But in today's highly competitive marketplace, incremental advances are 
insufficient. Information technology now offers the ability to radically change 
business to support the new demands of customers. 
When we talk about "customer service", we are not just referring to it 
as a vertical functional group, but a process that runs throughout the 
organization. Today visionary companies are looking beyond traditional 
departments and shifting their emphasis to business processes. The emphasis 
is no longer on improving the bottom line through incremental improvements, 
but by completely redefining the way business is done. Visionary companies 
are no longer asking "How can we do it better, faster or at lower costs?" but 
instead are asking "Why do we do this at all?". Business must unify process 
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fragmentation and concentrate on fulf i l l ing a process, not just satisfying 
department or managerial objectives. 
Using advanced information technology to model and streamline 





Reengineering is a powerful technique to leverage talent in 
organizations and ultimately yield radical change in performance. Numerous 
companies have seen dramatic performance improvement after reengineering 
initiatives. Several questions arise to understand this phenomenon. What is 
reengineering? What are the methodology? What are the roles of 
management, employees and information technology in reengineering? Why 
some reengineering projects failed? 
In order to seek answers to these questions, the method used in this 
study consists of a review of literature focusing on these aspects of 
reengineering. Selling chain management is getting the attention of 
reengineering thinkers. The reason, why selling chain is important, is 
examined. 
The paper provides a view of Data General Corporation's experience in 
business process reengineering since 1990. Five critical success factors are 
identified. 
Data General has successfully reengineered its selling chain. Useful 
conclusion is drawn from the case study to illustrate some concepts in 
redesigning process. Data General's lessons can help other companies in 
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reengineering their sales process. Two major elements are worth close 
examination. First is the sales people characteristics (human factor). The 
author shares his point of view based on more than 10 years of experience 
working in a sales organization. Second is using information technology to 
enable selling. A chapter is devoted to discussion of technology-enabled 
selling (TES). Popular TES products available in the market are classified into 
four basic building blocks. The function of each is explained. It is important 
to align technology with selling chain. The author outlines a number of steps 
that enterprises can take to leverage the benefits of TES. 
Lastly, applying the principles learnt, the author proposes a redesign of 





Reengineering is becoming one of the fastest growing concepts in the 
business wor ld today. It is discussed throughout business organizations, 
studied in universities, and proposed by consultants as the solution to world-
class competitiveness. 
What is Reengineering? 
There are a number of reengineering definitions; however, the 
fol lowing few are worth noting for capturing the essence of the term's 
definition. Hammer and Stanton (1995) define it as "the fundamental 
rethinking and radical redesign of business processes to bring about dramatic 
improvements in performance." Davenport (1993) in describing what he calls 
process innovation, also known as reengineering, explains, "businesses must 
be viewed not in terms of functions, divisions, or products, but of key 
processes. Achievement of order-of-magnitude levels of improvement in these 
processes means redesigning them from beginning to end, employing 
whatever innovative technologies and organizational resources are avai lable. 
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Although there are many ways to define reengineering; some common 
themes are: 1) evaluating core business activities; 2) cross-functional 
perspective of business processes; 3) radically redesigning those processes; 
and 4) achieving dramatic levels of performance improvement. However, 
reengineering is often confused wi th other terms, such as downsizing or 
restructuring. Other confusions arise wi th the idea of automation; although 
reengineering often leverages technology to enable a process improvement, it 
is not automation. 
Using Hammer's (1995) definition of reengineering as a model to work 
from, "the fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of business processes 
to bring about dramatic improvements in performance, four key words are 
identified: radical, redesign, process, and dramatic. The first, radical, 
describes the idea of breaking away from outmoded and obsolete work 
structures and starting over with a new uncharted design. The second term, 
redesign, explains that reengineering is about changing the way work is done. 
The third key word in Hammer's definition, process, emphasizes that 
reengineering requires redesigning core business activities from a cross-
functional perspective. The last key word is, dramatic. This implies that 
reengineering is not about making incremental or marginal improvement 
usually associated with continuous improvement, but rather, about achieving 
breakthroughs in contemporary performance measures such as cost, quality, 
service, and speed (Hammer and Champy 1993). However, whi le many 
organizations are claiming to be reengineering, Willcocks and Smith (1995) 
found that radical change was generally not taking place. Whi le 5 percent of 
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the organizations in their study claimed to be planning or doing business 
process reengineering, most were improving existing processes, rather than 
reengineering those processes identified as a result of a radical rethink of how 
the organization needed to be reconfigured, and managed. 
According to Hammer (1993), reengineering typically leads to an 
organization with a particular set of characteristics: 
1. Processes are simple instead of complex. 
2. Jobs grow and become more multidimensional, as people perform 
broader ranges of tasks. 
3. People become empowered, rather than controlled. 
4. The emphasis in a reengineered environment moves from the 
individual to the team. 
5. Organizational structure shifts from a deep hierarchy to one that is 
virtually flat. 
6. The key figures in the organization are professionals, rather than 
managers. 
7. The axis on which the organization turns is no longer the junction 
or department but rather the end-to-end process. 
8. The basis for performance measurement shifts from activity to 
result. 
9. The role of the manager changes from supervisor to coach. 
10. People in the organization no longer focus on the boss; rather, their 
focus is on pleasing the customer. 
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l l . T h e value system of the organization undergoes a profound and 
fundamental transformation from a protective to a productive 
orientation. 
Approaches to Reengineering 
There are numerous approaches to business process reengineering. 
Davenport and Short (1990) prescribe a five step approaches to reengineering: 
develop business vision and process objectives; identify the processes to be 
redesigned; understand and measure existing processes; identify IT levers; and 
design and build a prototype of the processes. Furey (1993) proposes a six 
step guide. Guha, Kettinger and Teng's (1993) method describes 
reengineering as envisioning new process, initiate change, diagnosing the 
processes to be reengineered, redesign stage, reconstruction and monitoring 
the newly constructed processes. 
One of the often debated elements of reengineering is the degree to 
which one should spend time on the analysis of processes as they are prior to 
the reengineering. Hammer (1993) is insistent that extensive analysis and 
documentation of the current process provides little to no value to a 
reengineering initiative. It can even be detrimental by squandering political 
support during the first six months of a project or convincing the project team 
with a focus on the status quo, an image which wi l l infect and limit the vision 
of a new state of affairs. On the other end of spectrum is a group of 
practitioners such as Davenport (1993) who advocate more study of the 
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current processes in order to identify its flaws and the opportunities. The truth 
is probably somewhere in the middle. 
The Role ofManagement in Reengineering 
Whatever the reengineering approach chosen, the t ime and 
commitment from senior management must not be underestimated. 
Hammer & Champy (1993) suggest that organizations might typically 
use three criteria to help them choose the process on which they should focus 
their attention: importance, feasibility and dysfunction. Given the focus on 
competing effectively there is general agreement that the drive is typically 
much more top down from senior management wi th an emphasis on serving 
the strategy of the organization by assessing the strategic relevance of each 
process. This strategic perspective implies wide raging radical change which 
needs careful management. "Process innovation involves massive change, not 
only in process flows and the culture surrounding them, but also in 
organizational power and control, skill requirements, reporting relationships 
and management practices, (Davenport 1993) "The greatest diff iculty in 
process redesign is getting and keeping management commitment. Because 
processes cut across various parts of the organization, a process redesign effort 
wi l l probably encounter resistance from various parts of the organization. 
Both high end and broad support for change are necessary." (Davenport and 
Short 1990) 
In the six projects reported by Hall et al. (1993) that had significant 
business cost reductions, senior management spent between 20 percent and 
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60 percent of their time on the project. In contrast, a less successful company 
in their report described the leadership of its process redesign as having "the 
nominal sponsorship of someone two layers down in the organization, but in 
actuality, it was driven by someone four layers down". 
Kotter (1995) believes that senior management have to learn to "walk 
the talk" and those who communicate wel l incorporate messages into their 
hour-by-hour activities. The findings of Kotter indicate that senior 
management were using a number of communication channels to promote the 
change. Many of the companies had introduced glossy newsletters about the 
changes, and it was also found that senior management had abandoned the 
traditional managerial forums replacing them with new workshops that 
concentrated on keeping the focus on business problems and the new vision. 
It appears that the guiding principle for senior management is to use every 
possible communication channel. 
Kettinger and Grover's (1995) analysis based upon observations from 
practice lead to the conclusion that the theoretical basis of business change 
should concern the creation of an organizational environment that develops a 
culture supportive of change. Strategic leaders play a vital role in establishing 
strategic initiatives such as communicating a vision to move the organization 
towards change and providing tangible support to enable and maintain an 
environment that is receptive to change management. 
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Why Reengineering Project 
Failed and Succeeded? 
70 percent of the reengineering projects fail. Biggest obstacles that 
reengineering faces are: 1) lack of sustained management commitment and 
leadership, 2) unrealistic scope and expectations, and 3) resistance to change. 
Based on the reengineering consultants' interviews, Bashein et al. 
(1994) outline the positive preconditions for reengineering success as: senior 
management commitment and sponsorship; realistic expectations; empowered 
and collaborative workers; strategic context of growth and expansion; shared 
vision; sound management practices; appropriate people participating full-
time; and sufficient budget. They also identify negative preconditions related 
to reengineering as: the wrong sponsor; a "do it to me" attitude; cost-cutting 
focus; and, narrow technical focus. The negative preconditions relating to the 
organization include: unsound financial condition; too many projects under 
way; fear and lack of optimism; and, animosity toward and by IS and HR 
specialists. To turn around negative conditions, firms should: do something 
smaller first; conduct personal transformation; and get IS and HR involved. 
Kotter (1995) discovered that most corporate change efforts ti lt towards 
the lower end of the scale. The eight errors are: not establishing a great 
enough sense of urgency; not creating a powerful enough guiding coalition, 
lacking a vision, undercommunicating the vision, not removing obstacles to 
the new vision; not systematically planning and creating short-term wins; 
declaring victory too soon; and not anchoring changes in the corporation's 
culture. 
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Belmonte and Murray (1993) list nine common pitfalls to avoid, on top 
of those mentioned by others, they include: the wrong team or t ime 
commitment from team members; short-term results orientation; ignoring 
impact of IT; letting IT manager lead the reengineering effort and focusing 
solely on cost reduction. 
Relationship Between Reengineering 
and Information Technology 
i 
Hammer (1990) considers IT as the key enabler of reengineering. He 
prescribes the use of IT to challenge the assumptions inherent in the work 
processes that have existed since long before the advent of modern computer 
and communications technology. Belmonte and Murray (1993) also agree that 
innovation and major improvements in performance are diff icult to achieve 
without leveraging the potential of information technology. 
Earl (1994) drew from evidence from recent research studies and 
experience of large UK and US companies such as Ford, IBM, CIGNA and 
Texas Instruments and reported that these companies exploited information 
technology to redesign the process in a way which was not possible before the 
information era. 
Schnitt (1993) cited an MIT study that "Expenditures on IT capital were 
less effective in improving productivity than any other type of expenditure 
considered. This is because we focus too much on how technology is used 
instead of what it is used for. Organizations simply add computer work to 
whatever we do manually, and never learn to take advantage of the 
capabilities technology provides. System development methodologies never 
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challenge why things are done in a company, but instead justify the way they 
are done. Forgotten in the details are the strategy of the company, the factor 
that makes it a success, and the system's end goals, as successful design and 
implementation become the objectives. The new system maintains the 
established way of doing business, making it diff icult to change. Barton 
(1993), CEO of Xerox Canada, after successfully reengineered the sales, 
inventory and customer communications processes, confirmed that simply 
automating existing processes is unlikely to have much impact. Reengineering 
using modern technology, can get the business trim for tackling the world. 
What is required for significant gains is true redesign at the core - using 
technology to support the reengineered architecture of the company. 
Davenport and Short (1990) argue that reengineering requires taking a 
broader view of both IT and business activity, and of the relationships 
between them. IT should be viewed as more than an automating or 
mechanizing force: to fundamentally reshape the way business is done. 
Business activities should be viewed as more than a collection of individual or 
even functional tasks: in a process view for maximizing effectiveness. IT and 
reengineering have recursive relationship. IT capabilities should support 
business processes, and business processes should be in terms of the 
capabilities IT can provide. They refer to this broadened, recursive view of IT 
and reengineering as the new industrial engineering. Business processes 
represent a new approach to coordination across the firm; IT's promise - and 
its ultimate impact - is to be the most powerful tool for reducing the costs of 
coordination. The role of IT in a process should be considered in the early 
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Stages of its redesign. Davenport and Short (1990) outline the fol lowing 
capabilities that reflect the roles that IT can play in reengineering: 
transactional; geographical; automatical; analytical; informational; sequential; 
knowledge management; tracking; and disintermediation. 
Human Dimensions in Reengineering 
ln all of the above, the role of IT in business process reengineering has 
received comprehensive attention, but it is very recently that the challenge of 
managing human and organizational aspects have been addressed. Wellins 
and Murphy (1995) highlight the lack of attention given by reengineering to 
the human dimensions. It is argued especially by Davenport (1993), that the 
success of reengineering programs is dependent upon and concurrent with 
effective organizational and human resource change. "For every model of IT 
as an enabler of new process designs, there is almost invariably an 
accompanying change in the organizational and human resource type." 
Wellins and Murphy (1995) said the key to reengineering is a focus on 
people. They estimated that about 70 percent of all reengineering efforts are 
doomed to fail because the real key to successful reengineering efforts - the 
human factor - is neither considered or understood. Reengineering is as much 
about people and culture change as it is about process redesign. 
Reengineering requires new approaches to selection, to training, to 
compensation plans, to performance management systems, and often to the 
very core values that guide day-to-day decision making. They stressed that a 
key principle of many reengineering efforts is muIti-skilling (combining many 
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job categories into one), which involves extensive technical cross-training. 
Reengineering often leads to enhanced workforce empowerment. People 
need to be able to make day-to-day decision based on values - not on 
extensive rules, policies, or management sign-offs. 
Cooper and Markus (1995) reported in their case study of a Japanese 
f irm that it is important to change people's attitudes towards change and 
encourage them to be creative. It is becoming clear that the engine of 
reengineering is not reengineering analysts, but managers and the people who 
do the work. Reengineering requires committed, empowered people, not 
simply to operate processes after they have been reengineered, but also to 
reengineer them in the first place. The conclusion is that without change in 
human knowledge, skill, and behavior on the job, change in technology, 
processes, and structures is unlikely to yield long term benefits. 
Davenport and Stoddard (1994) quoted Drucker that workers' 
knowledge of their job is the starting point for improving productivity, quality, 
and performance. Markus and keil (1994) note that some information systems 
1 
that companies have invested millions of dollars in developing are never used 
or avoided by the very people who are intended to use them. Hammer and 
Champy (1993) undoubtedly present the reengineered process as a mean of 
empowering employees. They claim that "empowerment is an unavoidable 
consequence of reengineered processes: processes cannot be reengineered 
without empowering process workers," and that "work becomes more 
rewarding since people's jobs have a greater component of growth and 
learning." 
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ThP n n n r . e p t o f Sellina 
C h a i n Management 
Business process expert Michael Hammer is now turning his attention 
to the sales process, and more specifically to an approach called "selling chain 
management." Hammer' defined the selling chain as everything up to the 
point where an order is won and entered into the order entry system. 
Why should company care about streamlining the selling process? It is 
because no matter who signs the paycheck, that is where the money came 
from to fil l it. In many companies, selling is considered more a matter of 
personality than process, something basically dependent on the individual 
skills of the sales force, rather than a rational process that could be improved. 
When interviewed by Datamation, Hammer^ expressed his point of 
view about selling chain management. He feels that selling chain 
management is important because there is a large amount of cost there and it 
brings in 100 percent of the revenue. One wants to reengineer it like other 
processes and make it faster, more accurate, less expensive, and easier for the 
customer. Fast, right, cheap, and easy are the four key words. The 
reengineering principles and the key to successful implementation remain the 
same. 
One of the reengineering challenges in this area is that sales people 
hate the word "process". They have a very deep theological belief that 
1 "Reengineering guru Michael Hammer's advice: Spend less, sell more." 
Datamation (November 1996), pp.51. 
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success comes from their animal magnetism and individual heroics. The idea 
that there has to be a structured process is one that they object. That is a 
challenge, and it demands huge change in sales people's behavior. 
The benefits people can get from a reengineered selling chain is a 
selling process that is fast. It can go from weeks or months to days in many 
cases. The process is accurate. Internal costs w i l l be lowered because of far 
less rework. There is more value added for the customer, and thereby creates 
differentiation. Hammer's^ conclusion is "How quickly can I do it because if I 
do not I am gonna get left behind?" 
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CHAPTER IV 
REENGINEERING THE SELLING CHAIN AT 
DATA GENERAL CORPORATION 
The past 20 years have seen many changes in the computer industry. 
Radical shift in computer products and process technologies have 
fundamentally changed the industry in recent years. The fol lowing is a case 
study to illustrate reengineering efforts of Data General Corporation in this 
period of rapid change. 
Company Background 
Data General Corporation, a US company, incorporated in Delaware 
on April 15, 1968, designs, manufactures, sells, and supports a broad range of 
multi-user computer systems, servers and mass storage devices. Data General 
uses multiple channels of distribution to sell its products. Sales people, in 
company offices located throughout the world, sell products to end user 
customers and resellers. 
The computer industry has been characterized by rapid technological 
change, product improvement, and price reduction. During its fiscal year 
1995, Data General experienced slight revenue growth impacted by a 
combination of sales force and product transition issues, new technology 
developed by others and by price reductions initiated by competitors, some of 
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which are larger companies wi th substantially greater resources. According to 
reports from IDC, Data General ranked among the leading suppliers of 
commercial medium-scale, UNIX-based systems in 1992, 1993 and 1994. 
Data General had approximately 5,000 employees as of September 30, 
1996, compared to 18,000 employees in 1986. The decrease in employees 
resulted from various restructuring programs undertaken to reduce the 
company's infrastructure. 
Annual revenue of Data General stayed flat at US$ 1.1 bil l ion for fiscal 
year 1990 to 1995. It has been in the red for these five years and was 
dropped out from the US Fortune 500 in 1995. 
Call to Action 
By the late 1980% senior executives at Data General initiated a long 
string of process improvement and quality programs with mixed results. 
Since the late 1980's, Data General, like most corporations realizes 
that it must become more competitive to survive. However renewing 
competitive capabilities is not an issue of getting people to work harder, but of 
learning to work differently. Three forces separately, and in combination, are 
driving today's companies deeper into territory that most of their executives 
and managers find frightenly unfamiliar: customers, competition and change. 
Customers demand to be treated individually, they know what they 
want, what they want to pay for, and how to get it on the terms they demand. 
Also, if a company cannot stand shoulder to shoulder with the world's best in 
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a competit ive category, it soon has no place to stand at all. Lastly, change has 
become both pervasive and persistent. It is normality. 
Data General's strategy for the 1990's - During the period of losses' 
deteriorating market share, continuing eroding gross margin, increasing market 
competit ion, and less heads, Data General executives devised a strategy to 
reverse the company's fortunes that emphasized quality, efficiency and 
productivity by reengineering. The question that was asked was: "If we were 
recreating Data General today, given what we know and given current 
technology, what would it look like?" 
The Reengineering Competency Group 
A broad business unit reengineering program was begun in early 1990, 
supported by a new competency group. Composed of functional managers, 
business analysts, software developers experience in manufacturing 
operations, system analysis, and the then growing interest in specialized 
reengineering practices, the group was responsible for developing internal 
competencies in process concepts, methodologies and tools necessary for 
reengineering practice. Vice president of operations, fully supported by the 
chief executive officer, was appointed as the leader for Data General's 
reengineering efforts. Executive support is a critical component in process 
reengineering. If Data General did not have this, any attempt to reengineer 
would fail. The top officers of Data General provided the high cover needed 
to make the revolutionary changes that it got with true reengineering. The 
chief executive officer demonstrated his strong commitment to the 
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engineering project by placing his best people on the team, making significant 
investments in information technology and new skill training, managing by 
decree when necessary, and giving the team adequate time to effect 
fundamental change. 
Data General had about forty people working full-time since January 
1990 on four reengineering teams. There was one team for each major 
process being reengineered. The team members had been drawn from 
throughout the company and represented every department. The teams went 
through intensive training and management reinforcement. The Price 
Waterhouse Consulting Group was called in to work wi th the teams. The 
consultants contributed valuable experience from other process reengineering 
efforts, their independent viewpoint, and their intellectual rigor. 
Data General's reengineering teams determined four imperatives to 
guide its actions: 
• Begin with the customers. Customer needs drives everything Data 
General does. 
• Aim for radical improvement and benchmark against the best 
competitors. 
• Dare for true breakthrough thinking, without any ties to the past. 
• Listen more to the employee who actually do the work. 
Before any major reengineering started, Data General's first step was to 
make sure the employees understood the magnitude of the changes it had to 
make. Through a massive communication effort, it had been doing that for the 
first half year before process reengineering. 
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R e e n g i n e ^ r the Sell ina Chain 
Because of rapidly increasing competitive pressure, Data General not 
only accepted the challenge of reengineering, but decided to reengineer every 
one of its major processes. Data General spent the first two years investing in 
systems to reengineer the manufacturing and delivery processes. These efforts 
drove improvements in efficiency and profitability, but resulted in the 
company focusing primarily on internal issues, wi th its back facing the 
customers. Data General realizes that the winners of the next decade w i l l be 
companies that reengineer the way they interface wi th their customers _ in 
other words, that change the way they sell, market and distribute their 
products. 
Selling chain was selected as the next core process for reengineering. 
Three characteristics of selling chain contributed to its selection: first, the large 
number of customer interfaces and hand-offs in the process; second, the 
implication for time compression, cost efficiencies, and improved customer 
interaction in simplifying the interfaces; third, the view that the benefit/'risk of 
tackling selling chain can easily be calculated. Selling chain was defined 
broadly as starting with a customer need for a specific product, and ending 
with the receipt of customer's order entered into the production system. 
Problems Before Reengineering 
Data General placed the configuration of products, services, pricing, 
contracts, promotions and the resulting order entry functions deep inside its 
organization, thus placing many layers between the customers and the order 
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commitment. At each level, however, lied a high l ikel ihood that errors wou ld 
be introduced. 
Data General faced a wide range of problems associated wi th sales and 
marketing processes that require reengineering and automation. These 
problems included: 
• Lack of consistent information across groups 
• out-of-date pricing 
• old marketing collateral 
• multiple versions of technical specs 
• sales department sold old products instead of promoting new 
ones 
• Impossible to find the right expert 
• customer had to interact with multiple company contacts 
• order status information difficult to access 
• sales person could not provide solutions to customer 
• Validation and checking layers delaying process 
• customer waited weeks whi le quote passed through multiple 
departments for approval 
_ sales person had to wait days between every product iteration 
from technical engineers 
• Manual tasks adding time, cost, and errors 
• 50 percent to 80 percent of orders were incorrect 
• each order was re-keyed multiple times 
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• product managers typed in ad-hoc data to perform analysis 
• forecasts were submitted manually and were incorrect 
. s a l e s person spent 30 percent to 50 percent of t ime on 
administrative tasks 
• Systems not responsive or flexible 
• IS staff was backed-up wi th requests for pricing changes 
• new product introductions were delayed until they can be 
entered into system 
. m a r k e t i n g managers had to make special requests to obtain 
. I 
reports 
These problems created havoc for Data General and its customers. Not 
only did they increase costs, increase rework and iterations, and reduce 
quality, but they also decreased customer satisfaction. 
In 1992, Data General decided it was time to invest in solutions that 
streamline the front office sales and marketing process and extend the selling 
chain directly to the customers. To address all these problems, Data General j 
assigned a task team to reengineer its selling chain. The FLASH (Field Laptops ‘ 
Assisted Sales Help) program was introduced in 1992 to take advantage of 
lowering costs of laptops computing that every sales person was equipped 
with a laptop computers loaded with technology-enabled selling (TES) 
software packages. 
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Three Phases ofReengineering 
The reengineering team went through three phases in reengineering the 
selling chain: 1) finding out how thing actually worked, 2) redesigning the 
process, and 3) implementation. 
Hnw Things Art i ial ly Worked at 
Data General 
The team made it its first priority to understand the expectations of the 
customers and where the then existing process fell short of meeting those 
requirements. The team conducted interviews in the field and made actual 
on-the-job observations of customer interactions. It started by defining the 
whole process (as opposed to any individual part) of adding value from initial 
customer contact through to order entry. It focused on internal and external 
interdependencies of employees and customers. The team had to understand 
how each of the steps in the process creating value as in the eyes of the 
customer. The sales people were the centre of the study. Their activities and 
how their time was spent were closely examined. 
I 
The Old Process 
Selling is a familiar process for every customer and supplier. It begins 
when the customer decides he or she wants a product or service and is 
completed upon placing an order. Everything that happens in between 
contributes to selling. Typically, the process involves dozen of steps. This 
process might also be thought of as a selling chain management. 
Figure 1 shows a typical selling chain at Data General. The chain is a 
challenging process to manage. It consists of many stages taking place at 
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different times, performed by different people in multiple locations. It 
involves the movement of information across organizational boundaries. 
Given this complexity, it is not surprised that problems occur. Unfortunately, 丨 
many problems are only detected after the product has been delivered to the 
customer. These defects may be the result of problems that occurred in any 
stage of the selling chain. 
The sales person served as a kind of middleman between the customer 
and the company's engineers, marketing, legal and sales departments with 
constant consultations between the sales call and the final order. It is 
surprised that how primitive the process was. Much of it was handwritten, 
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using cumbersome manuals and often requiring lengthy consultations 
between the company's sales people and its contract department to sort out 
contract terms, sales managers to get special discount authorization, marketing 
department to get information and engineers to obtain validated 
configurations. 
In the past, Data General sales people would spend a lot of t ime 
learning and doing configurations when selling to customers. They had to rely 
heavily on systems engineers or take t ime to phone the product managers. A 
lot of t ime is wasted on searching through hard copy price books, product 
communicators, product briefs, etc. to find model numbers. They had to 
know the relationships and dependencies between parts. There was a high 
chance that they quoted an invalid configuration to customers such as 
forgetting to add an additional power supply, cabinetry or connection cables. 
These errors delayed the sales cycle. Non-productive t ime would be spent to 
rectify the problems resulting in unhappy customers. Also a lot of duplicated 
effort would be wasted in data entry such as quotation generation and order 
entry. Each order would be typed at least three times: first t ime as a quotation, 
second time as a customer purchase order and finally as an order entered into 
the manufacturing system. Also the configuration would have been checked a 
few times in the sales cycle by the engineers and manufacturing before an 
order was approved to be dropped into production. 
Unpleasantness was often discovered only after the order had been 
delivered. There were human errors and miscalculations in the configuration 
process. Data General customers sometimes received servers without room 
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for the required disk drives, or without connecting cables, or wi th the wrong 
kind of preinstalled software. Fixing these mistakes cost Data General money, 
t ime and customer loyalty. 
Sales people were interviewed and the fo l lowing table summarizes 
how they spent their t ime before the sales process was reengineered. The 
percentage of low value-add time reflected low sales productivity and 
effectiveness. A lot of low value-add time was spent on team 
coordinatingy^communication. 
Activities of sales person (expressed in percentage of t ime spent): 
Value-Add Old Process 
Customer Presentation High 5% 
Closing Business H | ^ 57。 
Customer Needs Collection/Analysis High 5% 
Product/Solution Configuration: High 5% 
Phone Prospecting/Lead Qualification Low ^5% 
TravelAA/aiting Low ^0% 
Sales Call Preparation [ ^ 赠。 
Team Coordinating/^Communication Low 20% 
Post-Sale Service/Support Low 5% 
Ad m i n i strati on [ ^ 5% 
Proposal/Quote Generation Low ^0% 
Order EntryATracking Low 5% 
Total 100% 
Following two months of intensive work, the team recommended to 
senior management that process improvement activity already underway were 
insufficient: Data General's selling chain required redesign. The team found 
several areas for improvement. First, there were too many hand-offs between 
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functions and a lack of clearly defined roles and responsibilities resulted in 
significant inefficiencies. A sales person negotiated the sales; a system 
engineer determined the specific configurations for the system and marketing 
and legal specialists were consulted for marketing, product and contract 
information. No one really took responsibilities of the entire transaction. In 
addition, the team found that the sales people were insensitive to profitability, 
largely because they lacked margin information. They concentrated on 
maximizing revenues, often to the detriment of the profitability of the deals 
they negotiated. Also, indirect expenses were high. Supporting groups, not 
critical in selling, the services of which were employed in all deals, big and 
small. Finally, customer expected sales people to have a depth of technical 
knowledge about Data General products but they often had only superficial 
familiarity with the product they were selling. 
Redesigning the Process 
The team completed its analysis by mid 1992 and set to redesign the 
process. One key target was minimizing the cycle time between initial 
customer contact and order entry. Another key target was reducing the 
order/configuration error rates. 
Traditional companies have managed sales as they were made up of a 
number of separate and discrete functions, performed by different teams. A 
sale was actually the culmination of a series of separate events - from 
marketing, contract administration, doing configuration, quote generation 
through the sale and order entry. As many as half a dozen different people are 
involved in one sale, each one is doing his or her own small part, then 
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handing off to the next person or team in the chain. As every of these hand-
offs represents a chance to fail in front of the customer, el iminating them 
wou ld inevitably both reduce operating cost and increase customer 
satisfaction. The team cut the number of hand-offs and sales people were 
responsible to oversee sales transaction from inception to order entry. The 
sales people were equipped wi th laptop computers. The sales people w i l l 
control the initial customer contact, proposing configurations according to 
customer requirements, making quotes, presenting product and marketing 
information and entering order. The improvement in customer responsiveness 
is straight forward: Data General's customer w i l l have one individual wi th 
whom they deal through the entire life of business transaction. In cultural 
terms, the change is equally great. The new design wi l l broaden the scope of 
the sales person's job, introducing new responsibilities and accountability. By 
permitting the sales people to prepare complex quotation on the customer's 
premises, the laptop computers not only give better support but also the sales 
force fed more confident and hence sell more aggressively. 
The team then turned its attention to the organizational ramifications of 
the redesign. The radically different job responsibilities and skill redesigns 
posed an immense human resource challenge. The sales people needed 
training to understand their new roles and the new emphasis on customers 
and profits. For example, before redesign, sales people focused on 
relationships rather than on technical expertise to sell their products. The 
redesign team employed technology-enabled selling software to help the sale 
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people whi le at the same time convincing them that increased technical 
know-how wou ld only make them better sales people. 
The team also looked at the IT requirement to support the redesign. 
Using laptop computers and TES software, new systems were designed to 
reduce cycle time, provide sales people wi th update marketing and product 
information, configuration tools, quote generation system and order entry 
system. Most important, the laptops provided accurate profit estimation on 
each deal. 
The New Process 
Customers today expect more than a smile and friendly handshake 
from a sales person. They want tools that help them decide what to buy, how 
much to buy and when to buy. 
Large vendors of computers and telecommunications have collectively 
spent hundreds of mill ions of dollars and thousands of man-years attempting 
to address the selling chain problem by developing internal solutions. Most 
companies focused upon addressing their specific order error problems, not 
the general problem of order integrity itself. Invariably, the resulting systems 
did not target order errors where they occurred (at the point-of-sale), but 
instead were utilized after the fact in order entry and manufacturing. Data 
General did it differently. Figure 2 shows the new Data General selling chain. 
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Over the last few years, breakthroughs in mobile technology have 
given field and sales force a remarkable opportunity to be more productive. 
Data General took advantage of lowering costs of laptops computing that 
every sales person is equipped with a laptop computer loaded wi th TES 
software which is made up of opportunity management system, marketing 
/ 
information system, sales configuration system, quote generator and sales 
order management system. Data General is making it very easy to purchase 
its products. 
Using TES software, Data General loads all customer information, 
contract information, marketing information, product specifications and option 
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combinations into the laptops computer. The reliance on the supporting 
departments demanded by the sales force was dramatically reduced. Wi th the 
marketing information system, the sales force can sit down wi th a customer 
and answer any questions and generate immediate answers. The TES software 
includes a margin analyzer. Sales people are now empowered to offer 
additional discount to customers up to certain percentage as long as some pre-
determined conditions are met without getting approvals from the sales 
managers. 
Wi th sales configuration system, sales people are empowered to 
configure and quote complex solutions during a sales meeting, making them 
more responsive to customer needs and ensuring the accuracy of a sales order 
before it ever reaches the back office. Sales configuration system is designed 
as a sales tool that boosts productivity in the field, as sales peopl.e using the 
system can configure orders which target customer requirements (i.e., best 
price, best performance, and extendibility.) This is important because the 
pressures of mass customization continue to build. 
Sales configuration system interfaces directly wi th the quote generator 
which provides pricing, description, and discount information. The quote 
generator takes the result of the sales configuration system and builds an 
electronic representation of a quote. This combined functionality allows the 
sales person to build an accurate and custom quote in a reduced period of 
t ime and sales person wi l l have more "face time" wi th new and existing 
customers. Everything is automatically revised with each change to the quote. 
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The sales order management system allows a sales person to transfer a 
valid quote from quote generator, enter in customer purchase order 
information, and electronically transmit the order to central order processing. 
These configurations validated once by the sales configuration system wi l l 
have a "config valid" CV indicator. These orders coded with a CV indicator 
wi l l by pass the manufacturing configuration review and go directly to 
scheduling thus eliminating a step in the internal order review and checking 
process. Orders are directly accessed by the manufacturing floor for 
immediate processing. The order process takes only minutes. 
Implementatinn and Results 
The team recommended a two-phase implementation plan including 
training for sale people and pilot projects to provide "proof of concept" to 
build support for reengineering change. In the second half of 1992, the team 
tested their work in a pilot program in the US sales territory and got promising 
results. In early 1993, as the pilot neared completion, the new sales process 
was rolled out throughout the field in the world. 
Sales people are now acting as what Michael Hammer (1993) 
described "case managers." Customer-focused sales transactions occur most 
rapidly wi l l give itself a competitive selling edge. The order cycle time has 
been reduced by a factor of more than five. The order error rates have been 
reduced by 80 percent. 
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Redesign Concepts Applied 
It can be observed that, the Data General reengineering team applied 
two important concepts when redesigning the sales process. 
Rrpak Free from Restrictions 
Reengineering is creation. Michael Hammer (1995) said 
"Reengineering means identifying underlying assumptions, questioning them 
and discarding them. This is the art of destruction that has to precede 
creation. There is a method to the madness of finding faulty assumptions. 
Step one, find your problem. That is not so hard. Step two, trace backwards 
to find the rules. Isolate the particular piece of the process design that is the 
flaw, the cause of the problem. Step three, determine the assumption that 
underlies that flawed design. 
The new sales process broke free from the assumptions that sales 
people must rely on other departments to help them in providing pricing and 
marketing information to customers and only engineers can do valid 
configurations. 
rmss-functinnai Business Process 
Michael Hammer (1993) defines a business process as "a collection of 
activities that create value for a customer." In many cases, this process crosses 
traditional organizational (functional) boundaries. For example, an order 
fulfi l lment process typically involves activities carries out by personnel in 
sales, contracts, manufacturing, distribution and warehousing. 
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Work that requires the cooperation and coordination of several 
different department is often the source of trouble since there are conflicting 
objectives. 
As Data General recognized this challenge, it took new approaches to 
service customers. It redesigned its business process to optimize customer 
(both internal and external) satisfaction, no matter what the process might be. 
These processes often cross traditional organizational boundaries and are 
therefore called cross-functional. Traditional organizational boundaries 
became diminished to maximize flexibility. The well defined and 
implemented cross-functional business process executes much faster than 
previous processes. 
The Lessons Learnt 
There are two major elements other companies should take serious 
consideration if they are about to reengineer their sales process. 
Human Factor 一 the Sales People 
According to Michael Hammer (1995), "Any successful reengineering 
effort must take into account the personal needs of the individuals it wi l l 
affect. The new process must offer some benefits to the people who are, after 
all, being asked to embrace enormous change, and the transition from the old 
process to the new one must be made with great sensitivity to their feel ings. 
The most important piece of the sales process reengineering puzzle is 
the sales person. That may seem obvious, yet many companies forge ahead 
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without getting sales people's input. A mi l l ion dollar system can be doomed 
to failure if it does not take the users into account. 
Implementing sales process reengineering means more than just 
purchasing hardware and software. In order to be successful, the process must 
be properly designed to meet users' needs and users' as wel l as management 
expectations must be clearly defined up front to ensure that realistic 
expectations and achievable evaluation criteria are established. Data General 
worked the reengineering task team to define clear project goals, realistic 
expectations and evaluation criteria. 
The implementation of the concept of improving efficiency and 
capability of sales personnel is decidedly more diff icult than it at first would 
seem. Problems associate wi th reengineering a sales process can most easily 
be seen from the sale person's point of view. The average sales person 
(especially the ones generating big dollar sales) are generally independent, 
dominate individuals with average intellect and very little patience. This type 
of person can get great use out of a computer system, and wi l l come up wi th 
many creative ways to use it in their day to day work. However, there is a 
hitch; the system must be easy to use wi th intuitive screen layouts that makes 
the system immediately useable and valuable to their needs. Sales people do 
not have the time or inclination to read manuals, and get frustrated with 
poorly designed systems. In addition to ease of use, the system must have 
depth of features and flexibility since sales people are usually very creative 
and have the ability to see ways of doing things better. Reliability is important 
too. A system that doesn't perform reliably wi l l frustrate a sales person to no 
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end. What is a minor problem to others w i l l make a sales person give up on 
the system altogether. Even though it may be in a sales person's own best 
interest to be automated (improved productivity increases commissions), they 
tend to think of things in the short term rather than the long term. Therefore, 
anything that cannot be implemented very quickly w i l l be seen as having 
negative impact of their perception of their wor ld (i.e., this week's 
commission check!). Because of this, the system must be able to be installed, 
and the sales people trained with a minimal investment of t ime and effort. 
Training sales people on computers is a diff icult task. If a trainer 
simply goes through the menus and keystrokes teaching sales people only 
how the program works, the typical sales person wi l l simply tune the trainer 
out whi le they think about what to them are more urgent matters. To keep a 
sales person fully focused on computer training, the trainer must be able to 
relate to the sales person's specific needs, and how the system wi l l al low the 
sales person to satisfy those needs. To be able to do this, the trainer must be 
knowledgeable not only about the system, but also about sales in general, and 
specifically, about sales as it related to the sales person directly. Without this 
ability to relate to the sales person's world, results of training are greatly 
diminished. Without good training, no system wi l l perform at its best, and 
you wi l l not see the optimum results that could be obtained if proper training 
had been accomplished. 
In conclusion, keeping the sales force involved in the reengineering 
exercise is very important: 
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1. Establish a task force at the outset that includes representatives from 
sales, marketing, information systems, management, and any group 
that interacts with sales. 
2. Identify the specific actions required to accomplish the goals set for 
reengineering. Make sure everyone agrees that the expectations are 
realistic and desirable. 
3. Sales people should be asked to input only information that is 
important to them, otherwise they probably wi l l not do it. 
4. During the pilot phase, watch how the sales people use the system. 
Be prepared for some surprises and adapt the system accordingly. . 
Above all, a project's success depends on users accepting the system 
because it adds value, not because it is required. 
Thp Enabling Rnle of Information 
Technology 
According to Michael Hammer (1993), "Reengineering is not to be 
confused with automation. Even though technology plays an important role in 
reengineering, its role is to enable new process designs, not to provide new 
mechanisms for performing old ones. Reengineering, unlike automation, is 
about innovation. It is about exploiting the latest capabilities of technology to 
achieve entirely new goals. 
It can be seen that the new process could not have replaced the old 
one earlier because the technology was not there yet. Technology enabled 
Data General to break old rules and create new ways of working. 
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Technology-enabled selling is the topic we wi l l explore in the chapter 
that fol lows. 
The Reengineered Data General 
The fol lowing news cl ipping can serve as an independent v iew of the 
"new" Data General after all the reengineering efforts in the last few years. 
On March 17, 1997, Glen Rifkin reported in the Nevy York Tjme? 
"Comeback" story on Data General. The story began, "In the crash and burn 
wor ld of high-tech enterprise, one Massachusetts company could serve as a 
model of how to come back from the d e a d , Rifkin chronicles Data General's 
rise in the 1970's as a dominant minicomputer maker, struggle from 1985 to 
1995 and the success during 1996 and thus far this year. "In late 1995, Data 
General began a string of profitable quarters, six in a row right n o w … … W a l l 
St. started to notice and the once moribund stock started to cl imb. It even 
topped the $20 mark recently and a growing number of analysts have 
switched their recommendations to b u y , Rifkin concludes his piece, "By any 
measure this is a turnaround and a dramatic one at that." 
Critical Success Factors of Data General 
Reengineering 
The success of Data General's reengineering efforts can be summarized 
into five factors. 
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1. Leadership 
The most important prerequisites for Data General to successfully 
reengineer was executive leadership. 
In fact one of the key reasons many reengineering efforts fail is a lack of 
senior executive leadership. Project leadership and creative thought 
leadership were important throughout the improvement process, but the most 
critical ingredient was serious senior sponsorship. Chief executive officer of 
Data General at this level provided vision, passion and exemplary action, 
motivated the organization to undertake change and persist in a diff icult 
journey. 
2. Understanding and Buy-in 
The understanding and buy-in of most executives and a reasonable 
proportion of middle management and staff are also important to Data 
General's reengineering success. The radical nature of the change precluded 
100 percent buy-in but the constant campaign of communication and 
education at Data General was an important part of the change management 
process to achieve collective commitment to the effort and to establish its 
appropriate priority relative to other efforts. 
3. Technique 
It was important for the reengineering team of Data General to proceed 
according to the methods which have proven successful in the body of cases 
available in the literature. The team also went through a lot of training on 
reengineering. Key elements of these techniques includes a process 
orientation, multi-dimensional implementation approach, stretch 
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reengineering objectives and a cross functional team comprised of insiders 
and outsiders of the existing processes. Awareness of common pitfall was 
another advantage of studying those who had made the journey before and 
calling in outside consultants. 
4. Resources 
Throughout the project, Data General's senior management showed 
continuing attention. This was essential in addition to the leader of the 
reengineering project. The interest and commitment were visible to the entire 
organization. Also key personnel were freed from their usual important and 
essential jobs and made available full time for the reengineering effort. The 
project had the participation of the organization's best. 
5. Climate 
Two dimensions of the climate in Data General contributed to the 
success of the reengineering efforts all the way through implementation. First, 
an environment was created to encourage innovation and change. The very 
big and real challenges to the status quo was allowed and even pursued 
vigorously. Secondly, the entire organization was made to understand that the 
changes coming out of reengineering efforts were important, necessary, 
indeed inevitable. No doubt was left in the organization that the changes are 




Aligning T e c h n o l o q y - E n a h l P d Selling with 
Selling Chain Management 
Many enterprise executives do not fully understand why the marriage 
of technology-enabled selling (TES) and selling chain management (SCM) is so 
important. SCM has historically not been the concern of sales organizations, 
which have been compensated to secure business regardless of any impact on 
the rest of their enterprises. By aligning TES investments with SCM efforts, 
however, enterprises can gain an additional 5 percent to 10 percent return on 
investment. Consequently, enterprises "leave money on the table" if they 
ignore SCM efforts when providing technology to the sales force. 
Sales people rarely use the words "revenue" and "profit" in the same 
sentence. Moreover, certain administrative overhead elements and 
inflexibility within enterprises have limited sales people's ability to deliver 
more revenue and profit. TES, however, enables enterprises to raise revenue 
and profit. 
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Whatls Technology-Enabled Selling? 
TES is the ongoing process of using technology to increase the 
effectiveness of sales people. Since the mid-1980% the term sales force 
automation has been used to describe the process of providing IT to sales 
force. However, the term falls short of describing all the ways enterprises use 
technology to enhance selling. For example, beyond the traditional sales 
force, enterprises use technology to link third-party selling partners. 
Successful enterprises use technology to deliver information, enhance 
the skills and increase the authority of each sales channel to assist them in 
closing business. Therefore, TES provides an ability to profitably promise 
enterprise resources wi th customers. 
The Impact ofthe Sales Organization 
on SCM 
Increasingly, customized products and services, new distribution and 
communications channels, and multiple pricing options are making the sales 
and marketing process dramatically more complex and diff icult to manage. 
However, the sales organization can have a profound effect on decisions 
made across the enterprise. Traditional product-oriented marketing 
management wi l l not be able to handle the vastly more complex and 
information-intensive environment. Sales organizations that continue to 
download marketing analysis and administrative functions to sales people wi l l 
lose force productivity. 
To achieve success, TES and marketing must be strategic, proactive, 
information-driven and customer-centric. Although technology wi l l play a 
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significant role, it alone is not a panacea. Achieving competit ive advantage 
hinges on enterprises making necessary changes in culture, technology and 
processes. 
A Transition in Customer Relationships 
Many customer relationships are managed by the sales and marketing 
organization. For example, many sales efforts are based on a sales person 
work ing wi th a professional buyer - someone who extracts the lowest prices 
from suppliers. In SCM, the role of the sales person and buyer w i l l change. 
The buyer wi l l better understand the true impact of a product or service, not 
just its price. The sales person's role wi l l integrate the various skills and 
capabilities of the enterprise and match them to the customer's needs. 
Moving the Decision Point 
Each year, the sales organization is responsible for higher levels of 
revenue and corporate profits. However, enterprises often fail to give their 
revenue producers the knowledge and authority to commit enterprise 
resources profitably to customers. To get the information they need to close 
business, sales people often weave from one enterprise department to another 
(physically or electronically), wasting valuable selling time. Enterprises can 
avoid sales productivity losses by decentralizing appropriate information and 
decision-making authority to sales professionals. 
Enterprises are most successful in TES projects when they provide a 
repository of sales information, called a marketing information system (MIS). 
The MIS contains information from marketing, sales, finance, engineering, 
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legal and manufacturing that sales people can access when meeting wi th 
customers. Moreover, wi th a sales configuration system (SCS), a sales person 
can configure products and services whi le wi th customers to speed buying 
decisions and close more profitable business. 
Fact-Based Presentation 
By 2000, successful selling w i l l depend on the ability of the sales 
organization to prove the value of products or services to customers. 
Customers wi l l define value as quality, selection and convenience, all at the 
right price. TES applications that assist the sales organization to articulate 
value to prospective customers wi l l be critical to every winning sales 
interaction. Leading sales organizations wi l l deliver compell ing presentations 
of products and services, armed with information often acquired from experts 
from other parts of the enterprise. 
Compil ing information on the fly to address customer objections and 
needs is what top sales professionals do best. However, the complexity of the 
selling interaction increases as sales people move from the role of "sellers at 
any cost" to "partners at the right cost" as demanded by SCM efforts. This fact-
based selling wi l l become more interactive, with presentations consisting of 
graphics, sound, text and animation. The leading sales organizations wi l l 
invest in TES to maximize sales efficiency by reducing the number of calls and 
to assist in articulating value on every call, thereby increasing sales 
effectiveness. 
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Optimizing the Selling Chain 
and Maximizing Profit 
Enterprises can do a number of things to enable a selling environment 
wi th a focus on helping customers to optimize the selling chain and maximize 
profits: 
1. Enterprises must provide sales people wi th customer-specific 
information - i.e., product shipment information, customer and 
consumer purchasing data. 
2. Enterprises must focus on the customers that w i l l provide 80 
percent of the annual revenue or profit. 
3. Enterprises must consider the whole sales process, instead of simply 
pushing products, the marketing department's objective. 
4. Enterprises must be profit-driven, and not only at the sales-
transaction leveL 
5. Enterprises must view the customer as a partner. 
The Bui ld ing Blocks of Technoloav-
Enabled Sell ing 
This section defines the building blocks of the average sales system. 
The focus is on the needs of the field-based sales organization predominantly 
in a business-to-business selling environment. 
Opportunity Management System 
The opportunity management system (OMS) is tied to the sales process 
and it is the framework for any TES design.〇MS is a required component of a 
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sales system designed to specially attack the process side of s e l l i n g . 〇 M S is 
more strategically aligned wi th selling functions than are contact, territory and 
account management systems which focus on contacts, not on sales 
opportunities, and do not provide the required functions for sales process 
management. In an 〇MS, this element is the opportunity and all other 
elements are subordinate. Why an opportunity? Opportunities are what sales 
people deal wi th every day. An opportunity may have many contacts, 
"influencers" and decision makers; many opportunities are in an account and 
a territory may have many accounts. 
The opportunity management system assists users in organizing all 
information around the "opportunity," such as "gain acceptance of a new 
product" or "close account A on deal X by date Y〃. The opportunity 
management system enables a user to set the milestones for the sales plan 
and, enabled by workf low, track its completion. The start and completion of 
an opportunity can be easily tracked, an opportunity management system ties 
easily into measurement criteria such as reducing the sales cycle and 
increasing the close rate. An opportunity management system should enable 
the user to display the status of performance against objectives. Integrated 
wi th calendar and to-do lists, this list translates into action items for each day. 
Marketing Information System 
Marketing information systems (MIS) electronically distribute and 
consolidate up-to-date marketing information into an easy-to-use, highly cross-
referenceable, single-source repository. A marketing information system 
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enables users to quickly locate and display information - for example, product 
information, pricing, case studies, product bulletins, whi te papers, press 
releases, technical bulletins, commercials and advertisements - thus 
shortening sales cycles and decreasing printing and distribution costs. An MIS 
can be used by anyone requiring access to sales and marketing information -
this includes field sales people, telemarketers, distributors, administrators and 
customer support representatives. 
An MIS contains a database capable of storing all types of information 
incorporated into the system such as audio, video, sound, text and graphics. 
The database must be compact and deliver fast access to meet the needs of 
sales people who must use the system whi le interacting wi th customers. 
Once an enterprise develops a marketing information system, it represents an 
asset that can be leveraged; for instance, it can be used as the foundation for 
bui lding computer-based training systems, electronic brochures and 
interactive selling systems. An MIS may replace hard copy information, 
reducing printing and distribution costs. The system helps to eliminate errors 
caused by out-of-date information and provides just-in-time information, 
al lowing users to quickly find necessary data when needed, without having to 
contact marketing, management, or search through binders of information. 
Sales Configuration System 
Sales configuration system (SCS) shortens sales cycles by providing 
sales people with the capabilities to determine customer needs, configure 
valid solutions, and book valid orders at the point of sale. It eliminates the 
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t ime required for sales people to extract information from engineering, 
manufacturing and sales management areas. SCS increases average order 
sizes by raising the customer's confidence level in the vendor and increasing 
the customer's knowledge of the vendor's product offerings. When tied to 
MIS, SCS can reduce the time to close the order by demonstrating value. In a 
strategic sense, the significance is more flexible product and financing 
customization and faster, more accurate customer service. 
SCS is one of the most popular, highest return-on-investment TES 
applications. Most enterprises have placed the configuration of products, 
contracts, promotions and the resulting order entry deep inside their 
organizations, creating many layers and, therefore, many steps in the process 
between customer needs assessment and the signed commitment. Each 
additional level increases the l ikelihood that errors wi l l be introduced. 
Enterprises have increased the functionality of in-house configurators but have 
not been able to improve selling chain processes. Placing configuration in the 
hands of field personnel is the best answer. 
Fortunately, the computational and communications capabilities 
needed for sales configuration systems are readily available. Configuration is 
not only for complex hard goods like manufacturing systems. It applies 
equally to the configuration of bundles of products and services, as well as to 
the configuration of contracts, promotions and deals. The ability to manage 
complexity in the field through the use of a sales configurator is a competitive 
advantage. 
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Sales Order Management System 
A sales order management system (SOMS) enables sales people to do 
rapid on-site quote generation, order entry, inventory data collection and 
management, sales commission and margin calculations, pricing and 
discounting configuration, collection on an account, and automatic 
transmission, including wireless communications of orders and information 
from the field. 
In many enterprises, SOMS is an integrated module of back-office 
administration applications. However, these applications typically lack 
portability - they cannot be used off-line or unattached from the host or server, 
and they do not run on portable devices such as personal digital assistants or 
laptop computers _ so many layers exist between the customer and the order 
commitment. At each level lies the l ikelihood that errors w i l l be introduced. 
The Interactive Selling System 
An interactive selling system is the integration of a marketing 
information system, a sales configuration system, and a sales order 
management system under one common user interface. The interactive 
selling system draws customers into the system and allows them to play 
"what-if games" and then produces a custom output on paper, or in an 
electronic format such as an electronic data interchange transaction or 
diskette. 
An interactive selling system implementation can distinguish an 
enterprise from its competitors. By letting sales people access, customize and 
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present marketing information to customers, the implementation of an 
interactive selling system provides an enterprise wi th a strategic selling 
advantage. 
Which Building Block Should be 
Implemented First? 
The benefits of TES are increased success rates, decreased sales cycle 
times and increased profits. The ability to instantly compile information to 
satisfy customer objections and articulate value leads to effectiveness wi th 
every customer interaction. TES systems can identify the specific sales 
activities that demonstrate value to customers, and help enterprise decide 
which technologies to deploy to enable these activities. 
The decisions in choosing which building blocks of technology-
enabled selling are implemented first is based primarily on an analysis of the 
sales process. From such analysis, enterprises can determine the key barriers 
to selling and specify how sales process can be strategically aligned wi th key 
organizational goals and objectives. Then, wi th a thorough understanding of 
the functionality delivered by each building block, enterprises can prioritize 
which components to implement and in what order. The enterprise must 
develop a plan for implementing sales system components within the context 
of an overall long-term vision for TES. 
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Leveraging the Benefits nf Technology-
Enabled Selling 
Enterprises are spending billions of dollars on technology-enabled 
selling initiatives, but some of these projects fail to meet their goals. There are 
a number of steps that enterprises can take to improve the success rate 
significantly. 
Avoiding the Cost-Reduction Pitfall 
Many enterprises actually decrease the effectiveness of their sales force 
by investing in technology. Such a scenario typically occurs when 
management equates TES with simply providing the sales force with laptops 
and shrink-wrapped software packages and then expects the sales force to 
assume additional administrative and marketing analysis burdens. 
Enterprises that succeed in TES avoid burdening sales people with 
marketing analysis and administrative functions as part of their TES projects. 
Many sales organizations lose sales force productivity when sales people are 
asked to perform tasks such as spreadsheet analysis, mailings, sales 
presentation creation, and non-value-added data entry for sales management 
and marketing as part of a TES implementation. 
Enterprises that provide sales people with the results of the market 
analysis - as opposed to having the sales people perform the analysis itself -
and minimize sales administrative activities such as prospect mailings and 
letter follow-ups are better positioned for successful project implementation. 
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ln other words, TES is generally successful when it focuses specifically on 
selling rather than cost reduction. 
Understand the Market Force 
Successful TES begins wi th a strong understanding of the market forces 
shaping business and selling processes. Enterprises are faced wi th a number 
of daunting market forces that must be addressed for successful selling through 
2000, including increased demand for customer value, product 
commoditization, and growing customer sophistication. 
ln many TES projects, the benefits from investments are short-lived 
because market forces essentially negate the advantages of the TES 
investments. The benefits from TES efforts are often diminished when 
business processes are altered dramatically during the two to three years 
useful life of technology investments. Sales leadership w i l l be demonstrated 
by those enterprises that can redefine their selling models based on the 
challenges posed by market forces, for example, manufacturers in such 
industries as automobiles, computers, office products and chemicals face the 
challenge of increasingly sophisticated competitors that can provide mass 
customization of goods and services. 
Enterprises should analyze which market forces wi l l have the greatest 
effect on the selling environment during the next five years and implement or 
modify their TES project plans accordingly. Sales leadership is demonstrated 
by enterprises that not only keep abreast of market forces, but actually cause 
them to happen. 
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Demonstrating Customer Value 
Enterprises should begin each generation of TES wi th a metric of 
effectiveness, a goal of future effectiveness and a plan to realize that goal 
wi th in the project. Sales force can measure project benefits through increased 
success rates (i.e., effectiveness), decreased sales cycle times (i.e., efficiency) 
and increased profits. 
By 2000, successful selling w i l l depend on the ability of the sales 
people to prove the value of products and services. Customers define value as 
quality, selection and convenience, all at the right price. Applications that 
assist a sales person in presenting this data to customers become part of the 
winning sales interaction. Leading enterprises prepare sales people to deliver 
compell ing presentations of products and services, armed wi th information 
often acquired from experts within other parts of the enterprise. 
The ability to compile information "on the fly" to satisfy customer 
objections and articulate value is important. Wi th TES, sales people can 
increase the richness of the information used during customer interactions. 
However, this ability also increases the complexity of the selling interaction. 
Fact-based selling becomes more interactive, with presentations consisting of 
graphics, text and, more and more frequently, multimedia. This increased 
complexity and interaction can lead to fewer sales calls. 
However, the leading enterprises wi l l deploy TES to move from 
efficiency-based selling (i.e., the number of sales calls) to one where 
effectiveness with every customer interaction is the focus. Sales leadership 
wi l l be defined by enterprises that can identify the specific sales activities that 
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demonstrate value to customers, and deploy technology to enable these 
activities. 
Selling Models Consideration 
Technology-based methods of sharing information beyond the sales 
call represent a new sales channel that enterprises should consider because of 
its low cost, high information content and customer adaptability. 
Many enterprises, after understanding how business processes wi l l 
change during the next three to five years, w i l l conclude that fundamental 
changes in selling models are necessary for productivity growth. A selling 
model is a complex entity that consists of many components, and leading 
enterprises must pursue ways to refine their selling model. Enterprises should 
consider the fol lowing questions as part of implementing a technology-
enabled selling project: "How is our selling model similar to others?" and 
"How are we unique?". Leading enterprises wi l l reinforce the uniqueness that 
drives competitive advantages and find solutions that bring about sales process 
reengineering. 
To sell successfully in 2000, enterprises must consider which selling 
models facilitate customers' purchases. The TES investments should then be 
made to deliver the infrastructure that enables selling. 
Thp Sales Opportunitv 
One key component of an effective selling model in 2000 wi l l be a 
common definition of "sales opportunity". Within many enterprises, 
descriptions of the elements of an opportunity vary from sales person to sales 
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person. Often, this discrepancy causes miscommunication between team 
members and management that can lead to business losses. As enterprises try 
to manage increasingly complex selling environments, the successful selling 
model wi l l contain a common set of components that encompass sales 
opportunities. Such a model wi l l enable a consistent opportunity 
management process throughout the enterprise. 
Enterprises wi l l benefit from combining a known sales process with 
definitions of where an opportunity is within the sales process, thereby 
ensuring a higher degree of success in opportunity management. 
The Selling Process 
Designing a TES system with the assumption of a unique selling 
process often leads enterprises along a path of highly customized applications. 
To avoid the expense and long development cycles of highly customized 
applications, enterprises must first understand the steps and hurdles in the 
selling process. Enterprises should determine which successful attributes to 
bring forward, which to borrow from other industries, and which are 
outmoded and should be left behind. Selling processes among many 
industries contain the five common steps of planning, qualifying, closing, 
transacting and implementing. Enterprises that can standardize on these five 
major phases of the selling process wi l l have greater TES application choices. 
C u s t o m e r - P n n m e d Teams 
Partnering with customers requires a coordinated team approach 
among various organizations (for example, sales, finance, marketing, and 
distribution and logistics). Yet enterprises often have separate management for 
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each function, as well as a separate management team between account 
managers and sales people. Combined management enables intraenterprise 
teams to implement joint marketing efforts, selling chain management efforts 
and electronic commerce initiatives with customers. These efforts require 
authority and expertise placed closer to the customer to marshal resources 
from various disciplines to solve customer issues. 
Leading enterprises wi l l use TES investments to bring business rules 
toward the customer to enable faster decisions and reduce cycle times. 
Enterprises that do not structure themselves for maximum flexibility, speed 
and the lowest possible cost wi l l find themselves at a competitive 
disadvantage. 
lntPgrating Sellin? and Technplosv 
Selling and technology have coexisted in name only. One main reason 
that many of TES implementations fail to produce any measurable benefit has 
been a lack of focus on business objectives, not an incorrect focus on the 
technology objectives. The key problem is that technology has not yet been 
strategically aligned with the basic goals of selling. The sales organization 
wants to increase sales, keep customers buying, and train and motivate sales 
people. The technology side of the enterprise, the IS organization, is doing 
what it does best: connecting users to data sources, either for information 
storage or retrieval. Most IS departments also have a standard perspective and 
a focus on efficiency versus effectiveness. 
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TES efforts must combine business focus with technology prowess. To 
achieve increasing levels of sales effectiveness, sales and IS organizations 
must work together to align their goals. 
Fmiilatin^ the Tr^i|^ nf Top Sales 
Performers 
Successful TES cannot occur unless the art and methodology of selling 
are married to the science of technology. Often, an enterprise's top sales 
performers refuse to use automation. Typically, technology has failed to 
reinforce and model the key behaviors of top sales performers and has not 
assisted with the most important transaction in sales, the face-to-face meeting. 
Instead, TES systems have focused on cutting costs or gathering marketing data 
rather than supercharging the enterprise's selling effort - a mistake that must be 
corrected to improve the adoption rates of TES systems. 
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CHAPTER VI 
REDESIGNING DATA GENERAL'S 
SELLING CHAIN IN ASIA 
Data General is selling actively in thirteen Asian countries. Its Asia 
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distributors and resellers in each country. Figure 3 shows the present selling 
chain. It can be seen that there is a distributor between the final end user and 
the distributor sales manager. That makes the selling chain more complex and 
more problems occur. 
Businesses today face shortened product cycles, reduced margins and 
increasingly customizable products and services. Customers, for their part, 
have come to expect a sales process that provides immediate, accurate and 
relevant product information at the point of sale. These twin pressures 
dramatically increase the amount of information required at the point of sale, 
and demand correspondingly more expertise on the part of sales people and 
other customer-facing individuals. These pressures are felt most keenly in the 
sales distribution channel: distributors, resellers and partners who sell a wide 
range of products from different vendors and are presently, at best, equipped 
wi th disparate product information, out-of-date pricebooks and an antiquated 
ordering process. The channels sales information is often less complete than 
that which is provided to a direct sales force - leaving distributors and resellers 
in the channel with an understandable disposition toward offering only 
minimal services, misquoting information to the customer, or ignoring the 
information entirely. 
Figure 4 shows the proposed sales process redesign which was 
generated by breaking two assumptions: 
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1 • There is no more loyal distributor nowadays. Everyone is acting as 
system integrator and sells whatever products which are profitable 
and easy to sell. After all, resellers' software can run on all open 
system Unix or NT hardware platforms wi th minimal porting effort. 
No one is bother to learn to configure any particular manufacturer's 
products. It is the responsibility of the manufacturer to build and 
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advise the resellers valid configurations if the manufacturer wants to 
sell at all. 
2. Distributors and resellers should not be allowed to enter orders 
directly into the manufacturer's production system. They wi l l make 
\ i 
all sorts of errors, intentionally or unintentionally. 
The new design equips the distributors with sales configuration system, 
quote generator and sales order management system. Distributors can do 
I 
I complex configurations without much training. With all this TES software, it 
I 
I w i l l make it easier for the distributors to quote and sell Data General products 
among others. When the end user accepts a quote, the distributor can replace 
the end user pricing and discount with distributor pricing and discount and 
change the quote into a purchase order on Data General. The purchase order 
can be transmitted and entered into Data General's production system directly 
without any further configuration check by Data General. The production 
i system wi l l be modified to check pricing and discount automatically 
whenever these distributor orders are received. Exception reports wi l l be 
j generated and sent to distributor managers for clarification. 
Another feature of the new design is the connection of distributors to 
i 
Data General's marketing information library via Internet. The rise of the 
Internet has equipped manufacturers, distributors and resellers alike with the 
infrastructure for reinventing the way they communicate with each other, 
i Once seen as simply a public place to post product information, the Web now 
provides a nearly ubiquitous way for Data General to distribute data such as 
pricing, new product offerings and promotions. Changes in product, price, 
^^__^ —^^—^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^M^1—^ —^^ —^^^^—^^^^ 
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and order information can be propagated to the channel immediately. 
Another application wi l l be order tracking when distributors are linked to the 
production system. The solution enables immediate access to provide critical 
information to channel partners about current order status and schedules. The 
new design wi l l also reduce reliance on the Asia headquarters support team 
and the workload of the distributor sales managers. 
These applications promise to put into the hands of distribution 
channels the array of tools necessary for them to raise their understanding of 
products and correspondingly increase their value to the customer. The 
solution reduces the complexity of sales channels by eliminating the 
fragmented sales and marketing process. Further, Data General can lock its 




Competitive companies have no choice but to become more agile if 
they wish to thrive in an increasingly unpredictable climate of change. They 
need to determine their core competencies and forge ahead to annihilate their 
competitors by providing superior value to customers. No longer wi l l 10 to 
20 percent improvement suffice. They must generate ideas and programs that 
w i l l generate tenfold or more improvements. Reengineering provides such 
opportunity. Learning from the experience of others wi l l increase the chance 
of successfully implement reengineering changes. 
As companies change their focus to maximizing customer satisfaction, 
they need to streamline all processes, have knowledgeable people interfacing 
wi th the customer, and deploy advanced information technologies to support 
the business objectives. 
In conclusion, as Michael Hammer (1993) commented, "Companies 
need to make technology exploitation one of their core competencies if they 
are to succeed in a period of ongoing technological change. Those better able 
to recognize and realize the potentials of new technology wi l l enjoy a 
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